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Abstract— Different natural phenomena such as haze, fog, 

mist, rain etc. can reduce the quality of images and diminish 

the visibility. During these conditions, captured image have 

degraded contrast. when we apply current image processing 

applications to these images, it become very sensitive and 

error prone. This paper is an efficient single-image 

enhancement algorithm for day time fog detection. It uses two 

concept for obtaining fog free images: one is the detection of 

fog with minimum entropy and other is the contrast 

restoration using exponential function. This paper is a 

mathematical model for computing atmospheric veil by 

taking variation of fog density with respect to distance. By 

using these methods, we are able to obtain the superior 

reconstruction of original fog free images. This mathematical 

model is more suitable for contrast restoration in both 

homogeneous and heterogeneous fog conditions in real time 

for both color and grey scale images. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Different natural phenomena such as haze, fog, mist, rain etc. 

can reduce the quality of images and diminish the visibility 

distance because of scattering and absorption of atmospheric 

particles. The light that is reflected from objects in the 

captured scene is attenuated by scattering along the line of 

sight of the camera. Images of outdoor scenes, captured 

during fog conditions, are drastically degraded the contrast in 

captured images. Some of the negative effects of fog on the 

quality of the image are the loss of contrast and the alteration 

of the natural colors in the captured image. During fog 

conditions, it reduces contrast because of additional 

whiteness in image called atmospheric veil. It is very 

dangerous in driving situations. In this paper, we use two 

steps for obtaining the superior reconstruction of original fog 

free images. Firstly, we propose an original algorithm based 

on entropy minimization to detect fog. Secondly, we can 

restore contrast by using exponential functions. The proposed 

paper is based on a mathematical model for computing 

atmospheric veil, it take variation of fog density with respect 

to distance. When we observe the captured image during fog 

conditions, fog density is lower near the camera but increase 

exponentially as distance increases. By using this 

mathematical model, it can work on homogeneous as well as 

heterogeneous fog conditions to adapt the grey scale and 

color images in real time. 

II. KOSCHMIEDER’S EQUATION 

Koschmieder studied the luminance attenuation through 

atmosphere and he propose the object’s luminance at a 

distance, x and luminance nearer to the object 

L = Lobj e
−ex + Latm (1 – e−ex) 

Where,   Lobj is the luminance near to object, e is the 

extinction coefficient, Latm is the atmospheric luminance. 

When we apply the response of camera to the koshmieder’s 

equation, it can map scene luminance into image intensity and 

is given by, 

I = R e−ex + Aatm (1 − e−ex) 

R is the pixel intensity without fog and Aatm is the 

atmospheric intensity with fog conditions. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Existing system develop the contrast restoration starting from 

koschmieder’s law. When apply the response function of 

camera to koshmieder’s equation, it map the scene luminance 

into image intensity. These intensity perceived in the image 

is the result of function F applied to sum of light and the direct 

transmission. From these equations, first introduce the notion 

of atmospheric veil 

V = Aatm (1-e-ex) 

From these equation, we find the extinction 

coefficient e, But there is no consideration of entropy. This 

limitations can be avoided in the proposed system and aid to 

detect fog conditions efficiently with the entropy 

minimization.  For obtaining atmospheric veil for the contrast 

restoration, four types of fog were added to the images: 

uniform fog, heterogeneous e fog, cloudy homogeneous fog, 

and cloudy heterogeneous fog. Six algorithms are applied 

above four types of images to obtain atmospheric veil: 

modified no black pixel constraint (NBPC) with no 

exponential function used, modified no black pixel constraint 

with planar assumption (NBPC + PA) and our algorithm with 

the following exponential functions: fs and fm exponential 

functions and Gs and Gm translated exponential functions. 

Then filtering methods are applied on the column of the 

images. These limitations are overcome in the proposed 

system by using exponential contrast restoration. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

A. Entropy Measurement & e Estimation 

The minimization of entropy is only applied on a set of region 

with constant albedo and with changing depths. Then, we 

segment the input image in the region, where intensity 

changes slowly. This criteria is only used for the selection of 

region where region’s depth higher than 10% of the whole 

image depth and its area higher than 2%of the number of 

pixels. The shannon formulation of the entropy for a random 

variable x∈ X: 

H (X) =−E[log p(x)]= −∑p(x) log p(x)x ; x∈ X 

Then the total entropy is given by 

TH = ∑ H(Xi); XiϵSc 

The total entropy is computed for the set of possible 

e values and the estimate of e is obtained as the value 
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minimizing total entropy. These e value is applied in the 

Koschmieder’s equation (1) and then we get intensity I in 

terms of minimum extinction coefficient. 

B. Obtaining Atmospheric Veil 

In order to compute the atmospheric veil for color images, we 

first convert it into grey scale image W, that consist of each 

color channel (R, G, B). These image is called dark channel 

image. 

 
And take the standard deviation of W. Then we 

consider median filter for obtaining the median of image for 

computing the atmospheric veil (V). The reason for select the 

median filter is that not only it can preserve edges but also 

remove the noise from the input image. 

M = Mediank (W) 

Where k is the size of the median filter. The equation 

for computing atmospheric veil becomes 

V = max (min (p|M − Std|W), 0) 

C. Exponential interference of V 

For obtaining the exponential interference of V, we consider 

the exponential G and it takes the value between 0 and 1. 

Then segment the function G into three regions. 

 
Fig. 1: Segmenttion of final exponential function 

The value of this line segment represent image lines. 

H is the height of the image, w and v are can be arbitrarily 

chosen such that our function will be defined in three 

intervals ([0,w],[w,v],[v,1]). By solving the system of 

equations, then final exponential function becomes. 

 
Then we get the final atmospheric veil with respect 

to the exponential functions  

Vfinal = V.G 

D. Obtaining the fog free images 

The entropy minimization is only applied on a set of regions 

with constant and with changing depths. Then we segment the 

input images where intensity changes slowly and then 

calculate the entropy for a set of possible ranges of e and 

select one e value which minimize the total entropy. Then e 

is applied to koshmieder’s equation, then we get the intensity 

I(2) interms of extinction coefficient with minimum entropy. 

The final atmospheric veil with respect to the exponential 

function is Vfinal is obtained byfrom the last section. Then we 

are able to compute the original fog free representation of 

input image as 

R = I-V/1-(V/Aatm) 

Where Aatm is intensity of sky and take the value 

equal to 255 for an input images 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this article, we propose the method for obtaining the 

superior reconstruction of original fog free images by using 

entropy minimization and exponential contrast restoration. 

This is an original mathematical model for detecting the day 

time fog and is based on single image enhancement 

algorithm. These algorithm is mathematical model for 

computing atmospheric veil, by taking the variation of fog 

density with respect to distance. Here we propose two 

concept for obtaining the fog free images: one is the detection 

of fog with minimum entropy and other is the contrast 

restoration using exponential function. The model adapt in 

accordance to the density of fog in real time for color and grey 

scale images. 
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